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Privacy vs. Progress: Research Exceptionalism Is Bad Medicine

Suzanne M. Rivera†

Abstract

Attitudes about privacy are changing in non-research settings, but these attitudinal shifts do not seem to be affecting the way regulators and ethicists think about the need to protect people from the risks of harm resulting from use of personal information in research studies (so-called “informational risks”). Increasingly, people routinely share personal information (including health information) online. And yet, a proposal has been made to restrict further the use of existing data, such as electronic medical records, for purposes of scientific research, even when personal identifiers have been removed. The disproportionate focus on “informational” risks in research is a form of research exceptionalism. This practice of treating research risks with greater caution than we treat other risks encountered in daily life is a legacy of past research abuses. Although understandable in historical context, this exceptionalism is harmful when it unreasonably interferes with scientific advances that could improve human health and welfare.
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Introduction

Privacy is not dead. But it does not look anything like your great-grandmother’s privacy. In 1890 Samuel Warren and (the future Supreme Court Justice) Louis Brandeis wrote a seminal piece in the Harvard Law Review called “The Right to Privacy.”¹ In it they argued that “[i]nstantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred precincts of private and domestic life; and numerous mechanical devices threaten to make good the prediction that ‘what is whispered in the closet shall be proclaimed from the housetops.’”² In their day, the idea of a still photograph ending up in a newspaper felt like a dangerous threat to civilized society. Imagine what they would think of YouTube.

Attitudes change. Eventually, people in the United States (and around the world) adjusted to a new paradigm for journalistic inquiry that included still photography—an advance that, in hindsight, improved reporting by providing more specific information to readers. This was followed by video journalism and then internet journalism, each bringing about a shift in consumers’ expectations about where precisely the camera would go and how the images would be delivered. But, in 1890, as people were still getting used to the newly widespread availability of cameras, a kind of privacy panic took hold.³

When it comes to the (re)use of existing records and data for research today, some privacy advocates are caught up in a similar panic. Worried about snooping by unscrupulous researchers or malevolent third-parties, they portray the secondary use of information, such as that contained in electronic medical records (EMR), as “dataveillance.”⁴ Their fear is that re-using existing data for research purposes (including the kinds of public information that are “scraped” from Twitter feeds or Facebook posts) will cause harm to study subjects. And their fear remains even when the data are de-identified because of the possibility of re-identification and a worry that such information could be used in a harmful way (such as discrimination) or used to develop commercial products for which the subjects receive no compensation.⁵


2. Id. at 195.


Others, however, are beginning to recognize that the benefits of gathering and analyzing such data outweigh the real and perceived risks to privacy. Some scientists and research advocates argue that data sources such as EMR and health information posted via the internet are invaluable tools for generation of important new scientific knowledge.6

Many beneficial research studies can be done by data analysis without ever interacting with a human subject, and much of the information in question already is publicly available.7 One example of the social value of such endeavors is that flu outbreaks can now be predicted more quickly and cost effectively by analysis of Twitter feeds8 or Google search terms9 than by review of hospital charts. This approach to public health monitoring by analysis of social media data sometimes is called “infodemiology.”10

We are at a crossroads. Although privacy as a concept still exists, the way we treat information about ourselves is in flux. New technologies make large-scale sharing of information both easy and cost-effective. What previously was considered private is now routinely made public via blogs, twitter feeds, YouTube videos, and Facebook status updates. The question I will address in this paper is: since we share information more freely now than ever before in most aspects of everyday life, why not also do so in the pursuit of science?


I. Changing Attitudes about Privacy

Numerous scholars have demonstrated that attitudes about privacy are changing.\textsuperscript{11} We are growing accustomed to sharing information about ourselves that we used to think of as personal. One catalyst for this shift is the Internet, which facilitates broad electronic self-disclosure by users via venues such as RSS feeds, listservs, chat rooms, and blogs. Not all the information circulating in virtual space is health-related, but many people do post their sonograms on Facebook, tweet about their colonoscopies, and upload their medical histories to health advocacy share sites like PatientsLikeMe (PLM),\textsuperscript{12} an online patient community designed to promote health-related information sharing. Online health networks like PLM are “revolutionizing the way patients share their health information and personal experiences, learn about health conditions, add to the body of scientific data, and socialize with other patients.”\textsuperscript{13}

We share our information in virtual space because it makes us happy or because we are willing to trade privacy for a service we enjoy or from which we derive benefit. Numerous electronic applications are available now for free or at a modest price, which, in exchange for certain personal information, can deliver services and entertainment. For example, you can have real-time traffic updates texted to your smart phone but only if you allow the provider to track your exact location. The permission to allow geographical surveillance, which in other contexts might seem like an invasion of privacy, is given willingly in exchange for a perceived benefit. Similar applications require personal health information to monitor menstrual cycles and predict ovulation, to count calories, and to aid with smoking cessation. When one considers the scale\textsuperscript{14} of the

\begin{enumerate}
\item Patricia Sanchez Abril & Anita Cava, Health Privacy in a Techno-Social World: A Cyber-Patient’s Bill of Rights, 6 NW. J. OF TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 244, 245 (2008).
\item Estimates are that Facebook alone has over one billion users worldwide. See Vindu Goel, Facebook’s Stock Soars Amid Rosy Growth Expectations, N.Y. TIMES (July 25, 2013, 5:32 PM),
\end{enumerate}
voluntary information sharing that takes place every day online, there is no disputing that perceptions are changing about the nature of privacy itself.

These changes should cause us to question whether our fears about research uses of data are out of step with the way people live today. While attitudes about sharing personal data have been evolving in the Internet age, hesitation about using those data for research purposes persists. Changing societal attitudes about privacy in non-research environments do not appear to inform how regulators think about appropriate protections from so-called informational risks in research. This is reflected in the way research activities are governed. The U.S. regulations pertaining to protection of research subjects\textsuperscript{15} still treat privacy like a static object frozen in a twentieth century, analog world. And the rules may soon become even more restrictive. Recent proposals put forth by the Office for Human Research Protections,\textsuperscript{16} the federal entity responsible for oversight of federally-funded human research projects, would make it harder for scholars working on bona fide studies to use de-identified data sets. The proposal under consideration would ban the use of de-identified study data unless researchers obtain the informed consent of the people from whom the data originally were derived. Practically speaking, this would render impossible the currently accepted practice of sharing or re-using existing study data as long as the personal identifiers have been stripped to protect the identities of the subjects.

Since people routinely disclose information about themselves outside of research in ways that can be shared, copied, and reused (even for commercial purposes), it is worth considering whether our attitudes about the (re)use of data in a research context also ought to change.

II. THE PARADOX OF RESEARCH EXCEPTIONALISM

For several reasons, we treat research differently than the other activities of life. We apply greater caution to oversight of research studies than we do with dangerous or socially stigmatizing occupations, risky recreational activities, or even the hazards of everyday living routinely encountered in economically-depressed neighborhoods. According to


Wilson and Hunter, human research is “much more stringently regulated than many other non-research activities that appear to be at least as risky.”\textsuperscript{17} Numerous other scholars also have observed this phenomenon of treating research risks with greater caution than we treat other risks encountered in daily life and, in bioethics circles, it is referred to as research exceptionalism.\textsuperscript{18}

One of the principal reasons for research exceptionalism is an undeniable and tragic history of past research abuses.\textsuperscript{19} Without reviewing here the shameful catalogue of unethical studies conducted in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{20} it should suffice to say that the current regulatory environment is an understandable response to bad behavior. In addition, some ethicists have argued that—even without the context of past abuses—research is, in fact, different from regular, everyday life and deserves to be treated with greater caution.\textsuperscript{21} But it is not at all clear that the difference in context between research and other non-research activities of life affects or makes more relevant the fundamental ethical principles of respect for persons, beneficence, and justice.\textsuperscript{22}

Research exceptionalism has paradoxical negative consequences. Although it seeks to protect the subjects (and potential subjects) of research, exceptionalism results in a peculiar kind of paternalism that infringes on their individual liberties. Autonomy (the core of “respect for persons”) is widely considered the foundational principle of human research ethics. But paternalistic protectionism actually infringes on autonomy by presuming to know what is best for others and by limiting their choices to reduce risks. In other words, fear about the possibility of harm results in restrictions on research that prevent people from becoming involved in studies they might very well support.

This paradox illuminates a subtle distinction between the narrow concept of autonomy and the broader principle of “respect for persons.”

\begin{itemize}
\item 19. \textit{See infra} Part IV.
\end{itemize}
articulated in the enduringly influential Belmont Report, written in 1979 by the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. Although people often use the idea of autonomy interchangeably with Belmont’s “Respect for Persons” principle, it is important to note they are not, in fact, synonymous. Respect includes the honoring of a person’s expressed autonomy. But a researcher ostensibly can respect a person even if the person cannot (e.g. by virtue of incapacity) or does not choose to assert free will. Indeed, Belmont admonishes that researchers must increase protections for those subjects who are least able to assert autonomy. However, that respectful intention can quickly become paternalistic when applied in the form of unsolicited protection. In the language of Belmont, “Some persons are in need of extensive protection, even to the point of excluding them from activities which may harm them. . . .”

With regard to privacy, research exceptionalism takes the form of restrictions or prohibitions against research use of any data or materials that could potentially stigmatize the subjects. But the risk of stigma is too blunt an instrument by which to measure the likelihood or magnitude of the potential for harm. Since attitudes about privacy outside of research are evolving, in the sense that the boundaries between what is public and what is private are becoming more fluid, research regulation around the use of data should evolve, too.

It is not logical to regulate the secondary use of existing research data more strictly than iPod apps or Twitter feeds when millions of people share their personal information for non-research purposes every day. Treating research differently is harmful to public health because it slows progress on solving important problems. In this regard, our focus on privacy protection has become a hindrance to scientific progress, which cannot be justified on ethical grounds. We fuss about it disproportionately. And it is not the only value to be considered when determining whether and how to use health-related information for research.

III. Historical Roots of (Privacy) Protections in Research

Human research is as old as the medical profession itself. Some point to a nutritional experiment on prisoners described in the Bible’s Book of

23. Id.
Daniel as the first documented human clinical trial.\footnote{E.g., Duncan Neuhauser & Mireya Diaz, Daniel: Using the Bible to Teach Quality Improvement Methods, 13 QUALITY & SAFETY HEALTH CARE 153, 153 (2004).} Despite the fact that physicians and scientists have been studying human subjects since at least as early as Hippocrates, documented concerns about the ethics of using humans in research are only perhaps a few hundred years old. According to Jonathan Moreno, the first efforts to limit research on humans did not occur until the 1890s, when antivivisectionists began calling for laws to protect institutionalized children from being used in medical experiments for vaccine development in the U.S. and in Europe.\footnote{Jonathan D. Moreno, Goodbye to All That: The End of Moderate Protectionism in Human Subjects Research, 31 HASTINGS CTR. REP. 9, 10 (2001).}

Violation of privacy is widely considered one of the anticipated risks of human research. The notion that privacy violations or breaches of confidentiality could represent a risk of harm to research subjects made its international debut in the World Medical Association’s Declaration of Helsinki (first adopted in 1964 and revised eight times, most recently in 2008), which says, “Every precaution must be taken to protect the privacy of research subjects and the confidentiality of their personal information and to minimize the impact of the study on their physical, mental and social integrity.”\footnote{WORLD MED. ASS’N, WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION DECLARATION OF HELSINKI: ETHICAL PRINCIPLES FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 3 (1964), available at http://www.wma.net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/17c.pdf.} This concept was codified in U.S. regulations in 1981 with the promulgation of the Common Rule,\footnote{See Common Rule, supra note 15.} which requires scientists and ethics committees, called Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), to consider potential invasions of privacy and breaches of confidentiality as risks of research participation worthy of consideration, mitigation, and disclosure.

Privacy is strongly related to autonomy, a core principle of bioethics.\footnote{Tom L. Beauchamp & James F. Childress, PRINCIPLES OF BIOMEDICAL ETHICS 294 (5th ed. 2001).} Autonomy also is an important concept in human research ethics.\footnote{Id. at 57.} In 1974 the U.S. Congress formed a commission to develop national standards for human research conducted with public funds.\footnote{On July 12, 1974, the National Research Act (Pub. L. 93-348) was signed into law, thereby creating the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research.}
commission issued its findings, known as *The Belmont Report*, in 1979. The report articulated three fundamental principles for protection of human research subjects: respect for persons (often used interchangeably with autonomy), beneficence, and justice. In a research context, the principle of respect for persons means people should be “treated as autonomous agents” in the sense that we honor the individual’s right to self-determination. Privacy and autonomy are conceptually inextricable in the sense that the individual is believed to be entitled to control him/herself, including information about him/herself. Autonomy thus extends beyond the corporeal body and outward, into the sphere of reputation. Therefore, a violation of privacy can be seen as a harm to autonomy (even if only a theoretical, dignitary harm).

People who work in the field of human research ethics are oriented to think primarily about protection from potential harms. This orientation is understandable, because the bioethics subspecialty of applied research ethics was born out of a response to scandalous research violations resulting in harms to human health, welfare, and dignity—all committed in the name of science. Perhaps the most notorious of these was the Public Health Service-supported “Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male,” but it was by no means an isolated incident.

The historical imperatives that created our modern research ethics tradition shaped a profession that defaults toward mistrust of investigators and fear of injury or other harms to subjects. Previous abuses inform our thinking about what can go wrong in research and influence the development of rules to prevent recurrences. The journalistic investigation by Rebecca Skloot into the circumstances surrounding the unauthorized creation and use of the HeLa cell line showed what can happen to the public’s trust in science and scientists when people feel deceived, violated, and exploited. In short, because research abuses have occurred in the past, we have reason to assume they will again in the future, and we tend to approach the evaluation of potential research

34. Id.
35. Id.
through the lens of worry—in some cases too much worry. This has resulted in regulations that, unfortunately, have not kept pace with advances in science.

This tendency toward protectionism has been amplified by co-morbid fears about new technologies, such as EMR, cloud-based digital storage media, and social networking websites, all of which often are seen—by research regulators and privacy advocates—as potential instruments of harm from both inadvertent disclosures and deliberate attacks. Although these fears of new technology may be generational, they are no less real. The age cohort making all the legal and regulatory decisions may feel a little queasy about online avatars giving informed consent in SecondLife and real-time tweets from hospital operating rooms, but, increasingly, the age cohort of potential research subjects takes for granted the ubiquitous connectivity made possible by these technologies.

With specific regard to secondary uses of EMR data for research, the emphasis on privacy protection is a matter of great consternation. Concerns have been raised about the need to protect individual privacy rights in research because electronic storage and transmission of large data sets could be vulnerable to hacking. Put plainly, even encrypted laptops and password-protected databases somehow feel less secure than the metal filing cabinets and bicycle couriers of yore. Of course, electronic file sharing can make a breach of research data potentially more damaging than the theft of a file cabinet; however, the fear that malevolent uses of existing data are more likely in cyberspace is unfounded. We already have rules against misuse of protected health information for research purposes, and there is no evidence to suggest these rules are violated any more than, say, the laws that would prevent a scientist from intentionally killing a research subject or stealing money from a laboratory account. I would argue that our electronic measures for EMR security provide greater protection (through, for example, file encryption and passwords) and audit trails than the paper folders that


41. Hoofnagle et al., *supra* note 11, at 3.

42. SecondLife is “a 3D world where everyone you see is a real person and every place you visit is built by people just like you.” SECOND LIFE, http://www.secondlife.com (last visited Apr. 17, 2014).

used to contain medical records. However, like the person who puts her life at greater risk behind the wheel of a car every day but despairs at the thought of an annual airplane flight, we fear that with which we are less familiar. And even if the material harms of a privacy breach never do come to fruition, the recent flap about the National Security Agency’s surveillance of civilian emails and phone calls\textsuperscript{45} has fueled concerns that Big Government (or, in the case of EMR data, Big Pharma) might see something about us we would prefer to keep private.

We place a great deal of importance on privacy in this country, not only because it is a fundamental right in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{46} but because it traditionally has been an aspect of human dignity that we value. And because privacy is linked closely with autonomy, violations of privacy are thought to be synonymous or at least morally equivalent to, violations of personal autonomy. In the realm of research, however, this deference to personal autonomy has failed to keep pace with technological and social changes, including the evolution in attitudes about privacy.

IV. Privacy and Uses of Health Information

The health information contained in EMR is extremely valuable for clinical trials, discovery research, and public health studies, including post-marketing surveillance.\textsuperscript{47} Analyzing this kind of information is such an efficient way to answer scientific questions that some scholars argue EMR data ought to be treated as a public resource.\textsuperscript{48} Further, it has been suggested that scientific analyses of such data, even without


\textsuperscript{46} See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 507, 510 (1967) (holding that the FBI’s secretly recording a payphone conversation constituted an unreasonable search since the defendant had a “reasonable expectation of privacy” protected under the Fourth Amendment); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 485 (1965) (holding that Connecticut’s criminalization of contraception violated individuals’ right to privacy in their marital relationships).


consent, might be considered a “fair use,” along the lines of copyright laws that allow for exceptions to traditional protections in circumstances considered meritorious.\textsuperscript{49}

The stakes are sufficiently high that alternatives to the traditional privacy paradigm must be considered. As Lawrence Gostin has argued, “[A] complex modern society cannot elevate each person’s interest in privacy above other important societal interests” like “access to healthcare, more equitable distribution of services to vulnerable populations, and higher quality, better research.”\textsuperscript{50}

The ethical principle of beneficence compels us to maximize the value of existing clinical data—whether de-identified or used in an identifiable form with IRB permission and all the applicable requirements to preserve confidentiality—for everyone’s benefit. According to Eric Lander, founder of the Harvard MIT Broad Institute, “If we are going to solve cancer, it is going to take a movement of tens of thousands, or hundreds of thousands, of patients willing to contribute information from their cancer genomes toward a common good.”\textsuperscript{51}

In research, we require voluminous informed consent documents before volunteers can participate in studies.\textsuperscript{52} We also require review by an independent committee when researchers want to collect identifiable information that could be potentially stigmatizing to subjects.\textsuperscript{53} And the independent committees that evaluate proposed research studies are expected to pay special attention to justifications for collection of genetic information because of concerns that it could be used to discriminate in health insurance, employment, citizenship, and other legal matters.\textsuperscript{54} However, outside of a research context, we increasingly are willing to share information about our health, or even our DNA, for non-scientific purposes.

23andMe is a company that will, for $99, map your personal genome.\textsuperscript{55} In addition to yielding information about heritable diseases

\begin{itemize}
\item 52. \textit{See} 45 C.F.R. § 46.117 (2005).
\item 55. 23\textsuperscript{ANDME}, https://www.23andme.com (last visited Apr. 17, 2014).
\end{itemize}
(which is, itself, a matter of some controversy), the service provides an ancestry analysis that allows customers to “[f]ind out if [they] share an ancestor with famous figures such as Marie Antoinette and Thomas Jefferson.” Similarly, it is now possible to commission so-called “genetic art,” the likes of which you can purchase from a company called DNA-DX, which will take a genetic sample from you and use it to create a “DNA Portrait” for your living room wall.

Leaving home decorating aside, we derive many benefits from sharing our (health) information and allowing our information to be used by others. Consider the way Amazon and Netflix can tailor suggestions for new purchases personally based upon a customer’s previous selections or their friends’ favorites. What these companies are doing with customer data behind the scenes looks and smells like research but, for most users of the service, the trade-off seems like a good deal. Similar benefits accrue to all customers of a pharmacy when information can be compiled about drug-drug interactions or genetic mutations that make one person more likely than another to respond favorably to a prescription. The perks you enjoy while shopping at Amazon can make healthcare safer – but only when clinical data are put to good research uses that benefit us all.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH POLICY

In 2011 the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) made an attempt to update the regulations with an eye toward addressing privacy issues. The Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) to solicit feedback on proposed changes to the Common Rule shone a spotlight on privacy concerns in research by suggesting that new, additional protections are warranted to govern the use of existing data – even when the information that could identify individual subjects has been removed. Such a change would represent a dramatic departure from the prevailing view that de-identified data and specimens pose little or no privacy risk because even highly-stigmatizing


60. Id.
information would need to be linked (or reasonably link-able) to the subject in order to pose a risk of material harm.

Unfortunately, the proposed changes would move us in the wrong direction. If adopted, they would establish “mandatory standards for data security and information protection whenever data are collected, generated, stored, or used,” and additional rules protecting against the use of de-identified information that is collected or generated as part of a research study.61 Specifically, the proposed rule would require written consent for the “study of existing data, documents, records and biospecimens to include all secondary research use of identifiable data and biospecimens that have been collected for purposes other than the currently proposed research” and would prohibit un-consented re-use of existing de-identified data if they were “originally collected for research purposes.”62

Surely, the people who wrote the ANPRM are well-intentioned. They are very concerned about autonomy, which—as explained above—often is regarded as the most important of the three principles considered fundamental in human research: Respect for Persons (a.k.a. Autonomy), Beneficence, and Justice.63 But I would suggest that privileging autonomy over the principles of justice and beneficence is an outdated way of thinking about research ethics and can be harmful.

Disqualifying the use of de-identified data originally collected for research purposes unless subjects are re-consented would be a mistake for three reasons. First, it is illogical. How can you obtain consent from people when you do not know their identities? Secondly, not using existing data would require collection of new data, meaning more people than necessary must be studied to answer important questions. This is wasteful (an injustice, with regard to the distribution of limited resources) and unnecessarily exposes more people to the risk of harm (a violation of beneficence). Finally, it seems to ignore common sense. While patients may have no knowledge (outside of the standard HIPAA warning) that their data can be used for research, subjects who previously have consented to participate in research actually know and agreed that their data can be used for science (and presumably would be more agreeable for further study usage).

Such a change in paradigm would be a case of over-emphasizing individual rights at the expense of group wellbeing. EMR data can be used to answer important questions if we can agree on the value of information altruism. Rather than adding new roadblocks to important research that can improve the human condition, we should—as has been argued by Hoffman and others—instead think about EMR data as a

61. Id. at 44,516.
62. Id. at 44,515, 44,519 (internal citations omitted).
community asset to be used for the common good.64 This would require a shift away from regulations designed to protect us from evildoers and toward promotion (with responsible stewardship) of an ethos that values information sharing.

VI. The Case for Progress

There is a tension between individual liberties—expressed through an emphasis on privacy protection—and collective benefits, or progress. When we concern ourselves primarily with protection of privacy rights, we focus on the individual and the likelihood and magnitude of at least two kinds of potential harms. First, material harms, in the context of EMR data, could theoretically affect someone’s employability, insurability, immigration status, ability to marry, etc. Second, more abstract notions of harm, like the dignitary harm (infringement of autonomy) could be said to come from unauthorized secondary use of EMR data, even when the subject is unaware of it.65 There is also the emotional harm that could come from a discovery about which people would rather not know. For example, if a particular group of people were found to be associated with a dangerous or stigmatizing health condition, that information might injure the status of the group and harm an individual’s morale as a member of that group.

On the other side of the scale, you have scientific progress. As I have tried to show, I find the importance of potential benefit here very compelling—benefit to individuals who can receive better health care and benefit to the larger community of people who can enjoy not only better health but also, potentially, more efficient uses of labor, money, and other resources.

Although one could say, on consequentialist grounds, that invading the privacy (violating the autonomy) of a few people can be justified if it improves the health of many more (other) people, I am not making such an argument. Instead, I am saying that we all benefit when we each participate. And, because I believe this view is consistent with the three fundamental ethical principles of human research protection, I want to touch on each and explain why I think they also justify erring on the side of progress.

With regard to Respect for Persons, our paternalistic impulse to protect actually reduces autonomy in the sense that IRBs and others will

64. See Hoffman & Podgurski, supra note 48.

actually be forced to reject protocols out of privacy fears when the individuals affected may very well have been willing either to consent or to allow their data and specimens to have been used without consent. There are no provisions under the current regulations for allowing an adult of sound mind to say, “Use this information for whatever research you please and I’m okay with that.”

Although it could be argued that harm to individual dignity may be created by re-using de-identified data without an individual’s knowledge (a violation of the Respect for Persons principle), the principle of Beneficence calls for a utilitarian assessment of that risk in the context of benefits to subjects and society that could be derived from the knowledge to be gained. And the principle of Justice suggests a shared responsibility to contribute to beneficial knowledge. Since the principle of Justice in research means equitable distribution of both risks and benefits, the situation we have now is unfair. Everyone benefits from discoveries made by using data about relatively few people. An ethos of information sharing for the common good would be more just.

The disproportionate protection of privacy in research is not warranted because we already share all sorts of information outside of the research environment. Sharing EMR information would benefit everyone through new scientific discoveries. By letting fear shape science policy, we do more harm than good. Failure to use existing data is an opportunity cost. Or, put another way, limiting progress reduces beneficence.

67. See id.